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A RT I C L E

Control of Single Channel Conductance in the Outer Vestibule 
of the Kv2.1 Potassium Channel

Josef G. Trapani, Payam Andalib, Joseph F. Consiglio, and Stephen J. Korn

Department of Physiology and Neurobiology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269

Current magnitude in Kv2.1 potassium channels is modulated by external [K+]. In contrast to behavior expected 
from the change in electrochemical driving force, outward current through Kv2.1 channels becomes larger when 
extracellular [K+] is increased within the physiological range. The mechanism that underlies this unusual property 
involves the opening of Kv2.1 channels into one of two different outer vestibule conformations, which are defi ned 
by their sensitivity to TEA. Channels that open into a TEA-sensitive conformation generate larger macroscopic cur-
rents, whereas channels that open into a TEA-insensitive conformation generate smaller macroscopic currents. At 
higher [K+], more channels open into the TEA-sensitive conformation. In this manuscript, we examined the 
mechanism by which the conformational change produced a change in current magnitude. We started by testing 
the simplest hypothesis: that each pharmacologically defi ned channel conformation produces a different single 
channel conductance, one smaller and one larger, and that the [K+]-dependent change in current magnitude re-
fl ects the [K+]-dependent change in the percentage of channels that open into each of the two conformations. 
 Using single channel and macroscopic recordings, as well as hidden Markov modeling, we were able to quantita-
tively account for [K+]-dependent regulation of macroscopic current with this model. Combined with previously 
published work, these results support a model whereby an outer vestibule lysine interferes with K+ fl ux through 
the channel, and that the [K+]-dependent change in orientation of this lysine alters single channel conductance 
by changing the level of this interference. Moreover, these results provide an experimental example of single chan-
nel conductance being modulated at the outer end of the conduction pathway by a mechanism that involves chan-
nel activation into open states with different outer vestibule conformations.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Kv2.1 potassium channels are very slowly inactivating 

delayed rectifi ers, found in a wide variety of neurons 

and nonneuronal excitable cells (Barry et al., 1995; Du 

et al., 1998; Murakoshi and Trimmer, 1999; MacDonald 

et al., 2001; Malin and Nerbonne, 2002; Muennich and 

Fyffe, 2004). Where its function in neurons has been 

examined, Kv2.1 appears to be responsible for repolar-

ization of the action potential specifi cally during repeti-

tive fi ring at frequencies of 1 Hz or more (Du et al., 

2000; Malin and Nerbonne, 2002). Mechanistically, the 

relevance of Kv2.1 activity to repetitive fi ring may be as-

sociated with a distinctive channel function: the ability 

to have its current magnitude controlled in the face of 

changing external [K+] (Wood and Korn, 2000; Andalib 

et al., 2002). This functional control of current magni-

tude is associated with an apparently unique, dynamic 

property of the channel’s outer vestibule.

Kv2.1 channels display two distinct pharmacologi-

cal profi les as a function of [K+]: they can be either 

sensitive to external TEA with an IC50 of �3–5 mM, 

or completely insensitive to TEA (Immke and Korn, 

2000). Currents are larger and activate faster in TEA-

sensitive channels, and smaller and more slowly activat-

ing in TEA-insensitive channels (Wood and Korn, 2000; 

Consiglio and Korn, 2004). This led to the hypothesis 

that [K+]-dependent changes in macroscopic current 

magnitude result from a change in the percentage of 

channels that open into these two functionally distinct 

conformations. Additional evidence indicated that 

which of the two conformations a channel opens into is 

dependent on the occupancy, upon opening, of a single 

K+ binding site within the conduction pathway (Immke 

et al., 1999; Immke and Korn, 2000).

The infl uence of outer vestibule conformation on 

current magnitude appears to be related to the orienta-

tion of outer vestibule lysine side chains with respect to 

the conduction pathway (these lysines are located at po-

sition 356, in the turret region of the channel; whether 

all four lysines are involved in a concerted reorientation 

or whether fewer than four lysines are involved is not 

known). In the conformation associated with smaller 

currents, the lysine side chains appear to be oriented 

more toward the center of the conduction pathway, 

where they interfere with the ability of K+ to interact 

with an outer vestibule K+ binding site (Immke et al., 

1999; Immke and Korn, 2000; Consiglio et al., 2003). In 

the other conformation, which produces larger currents, 
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the lysine side chains apparently orient more away from 

the conduction pathway and interfere less with the outer 

vestibule K+ binding site. For ease of communication, 

we will call these two conformations Lysin and Lysout, for 

conformations in which the lysine side chains are more 

toward the conduction pathway and more away from 

the conduction pathway, respectively.

In this manuscript, we address the mechanism by 

which lysine reorientation infl uences Kv2.1 current 

magnitude. Typically, modulation of current magnitude 

in voltage-gated channels occurs via an effect on gating. 

Whereas most studies of gating focus on the voltage-

 sensitive gate at the cytoplasmic entrance to the pore, 

there is a large body of evidence that also supports the 

possibility that the selectivity fi lter might play a role in acti-

vation gating (Chapman et al., 1997; Liu and Joho, 1998; 

Zheng and Sigworth, 1998; Perozo et al., 1999; Lu et al., 

2001; VanDongen, 2004). Indeed, it is possible that gat-

ing at the selectivity fi lter underlies the fi nal closed–

open transition, which appears to be voltage independent 

(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998; Zheng and Sigworth, 

1998; Bao et al., 1999). The entire outer vestibule unit, 

from the turret through the pore helix to the internal 

TEA binding site, and up through the selectivity fi lter, is 

involved in the K+-dependent change in conformation 

(see Immke et al., 1999). This widespread structural 

 involvement that includes the selectivity fi lter makes 

a change in gating associated with the selectivity fi lter 

a plausible mechanism for modulation of current mag-

nitude by the outer vestibule reorientation.

An alternative possibility is that the change in outer 

vestibule conformation alters current magnitude by 

causing a change in single channel conductance. This 

possibility represents our preferred hypothesis, based 

on the observation that the presence of lysine 356 

(K356) reduces K+ permeability by interfering with 

the outer vestibule K+ binding site (Consiglio et al., 

2003). However, there is little precedent for modula-

tion of single channel conductance in voltage-gated 

channels. Mutation of residues at the outer entrance 

to the selectivity fi lter can infl uence single channel 

conductance (MacKinnon and Yellen, 1990; Haug et al., 

2004), but a rational explanation for these effects is 

lacking. Thus, the possibility that Kv2.1 conductance is 

modulated by an outer vestibule mechanism would be 

unique in the literature in two respects: (1) that cur-

rent magnitude in a voltage-gated channel could be 

physiologically regulated by modulation of single chan-

nel conductance and (2) that single channel conduc-

tance would be controlled by mechanisms within the 

outer vestibule of the channel.

In the present study, we examined these various hy-

potheses by combining single channel and macroscopic 

recordings, together with hidden Markov model analy-

sis of very small conductance events. Our results dem-

onstrate that there are two open channel conductance 

states in Kv2.1, one each associated with the Lysin and 

Lysout conformations. The observed magnitudes of the 

two conductances were consistent with the predicted 

infl uence of position 356 lysines on fl ux through the 

outer vestibule. Thus, our data indicate that changes in 

external [K+] alter macroscopic Kv2.1 current by chang-

ing the percentage of channels that open into each of 

the two outer vestibule conformations.

M AT E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

Molecular Biology and Channel Expression
Experiments were done with the wild-type Kv2.1 channel and 
three mutant Kv2.1 channels, described in previous publications 
(Immke et al. 1999). Wild-type Kv2.1, a Kv2.1 channel in which 
two outer vestibule lysines were neutralized (Kv2.1 K356G 
K382V), and a Kv2.1 channel in which one of the two outer vesti-
bule lysines was neutralized (Kv2.1 K356G), were studied in stably 
transfected CHO cells. For these experiments, channel expres-
sion was under the control of a tetracycline (Tet)-inducible pro-
moter, so that expression levels could be controlled (see Trapani 
and Korn, 2003). For whole cell recordings, channel expression 
was initiated by incubating cells in 1 μg/ml tetracycline for 2 h 
on the day of recording. For single channel recordings, cells were 
maintained in Tet-free media (see below). Whole cell recording 
experiments in Fig. 3 used the two single mutation channels, 
Kv2.1 K356G and Kv2.1 K382V, subcloned into the pcDNA3 
 expression vector and expressed in HEK cells (see Andalib et al., 
2002). Both CHO and HEK cells were maintained in Ham’s F12 
plus 10% FBS (Hyclone Laboratories, Inc.) with 1% penicillin/
streptomycin. When HEK cells were used, cells were cotransfected 
by electroporation (Bio-Rad Laboratories Gene Pulser II at 220 V, 
350 μF) with K+ channel expression plasmid (0.5–10 μg/0.2 ml) 
and CD8 expression plasmid (0.5 μg/0.2 ml). After electropora-
tion, cells were plated on glass coverslips submerged in mainte-
nance media. Electrophysiological recordings were made 18–28 h 
later. On the day of recording, cells were washed with fresh me-
dia and incubated with Dynabeads M450 conjugated with anti-
body to CD8 (0.5 μl/ml; Dynal). Cells that expressed CD8 
became coated with beads, which allowed visualization of trans-
fected cells (Jurman et al., 1994). In the experiments of Fig. 3, as 
well as other types of experiments relevant to this study, channels 
expressed in HEK and CHO cells produced identical results (see 
Trapani and Korn, 2003).

Electrophysiology
Whole cell and single channel recording experiments were con-
ducted at room temperature. Patch pipets for whole cell and sin-
gle channel experiments were fabricated from N51A and 8250 
glass, respectively (Garner Glass Co.), coated with Sylgard and fi re 
polished. Currents were collected with either an Axopatch 1D 
(whole cell experiments) or an Axopatch 200B (both whole cell 
and single channel experiments) amplifi er, pClamp 9 software, 
and a Digidata 1322A A/D board (Axon Instruments). Single 
channel currents were fi ltered at 1 kHz and sampled at 100 μs/pt 
for detection of larger (visibly observable) unitary events, and fi l-
tered at 2 kHz and sampled at 200 μs/pt for detection of hidden 
events (see below). Macroscopic currents were fi ltered at 2 kHz 
and sampled at 40–100 μs/pt. Series resistance ranged from 0.5 
to 2.5 MΩ and was compensated 80–90%. In general, the maxi-
mum predicted series resistance error, after compensation, was 
�2 mV. No corrections were made. The holding potential was 
−80 mV, and depolarizing stimuli were presented once every 
10–60 s, depending on the experiment.
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Data were analyzed with Clampfi t 9 (Axon Instruments); curve 
fi tting and signifi cance testing (unpaired Student's t test) were 
done with SigmaPlot 8.0 (SPSS Inc.). All plotted data are repre-
sented as mean ± SEM. Differences between means were consid-
ered statistically signifi cant if P values in unpaired Student's t tests 
were <0.05.

Single Channel Recording
Two issues had to be resolved in order to record single channel 
currents through Kv2.1 channels in a mammalian heterologous 
expression system. First, channel density had to be appropriately 
low for resolution of unitary events in a membrane patch. This 
was accomplished by using a CHO cell line in which channel pro-
tein expression was under the control of a Tet-inducible promoter. 
When cells were maintained in media made with Tet-free FBS, 
channel expression was reduced to a level that was suitable for 
single channel recording (Trapani and Korn, 2003). Moreover, 
endogenous K+ channel expression is so low in CHO cells that 
 recordings are not detectably contaminated by endogenous cur-
rents (Trapani and Korn, 2003).

A second issue is that Kv2.1 channels cannot be recorded in ex-
cised, inside-out patches due to rundown. In addition, our experi-
ence is that macroscopic Kv2.1 channel currents display a change 
in kinetic properties in outside-out patches (unpublished data). 
Consequently, we recorded single channel events in cell-attached 
patches. These experiments required that the membrane poten-
tial be known, and that both internal and external [K+] be con-
trolled and known. To accomplish this, we used the procedure 
illustrated in Fig. 1 A. The pipet solution, which was the solution 
bathing the external face of the membrane patch, contained K+ 
at a fi xed concentration between 0 and 60 mM. Intracellular [K+] 
was maintained at a value that was identical to bath [K+] by in-
cluding 30 μg/ml nystatin in the extracellular bathing solution. 
(In cell-attached patches, the “bath” solution is the extracellular 
solution bathing the entire cell except for the patch under the 
 pipet, which is different from the “external” solution, which is the 
solution in the pipet that bathes just the outside of the patch.) 
Under these conditions, intracellular [K+] equilibrated with bath 
[K+], and changed as bath [K+] was changed (Horn 1991). More-
over, this equilibration maintained the cell membrane potential 
at 0 mV, so that the potential across the patch could be precisely 
known by controlling the pipet potential. Equilibration was com-
plete within 3–4 min, as judged by changes in reversal potential 
(see below).

Fig. 1 (B–D) illustrates the utility and accuracy of this 
methodology. Fig. 1 B illustrates recordings of single channel cur-
rents from Kv2.1 K356G K382V at a series of membrane poten-
tials, when both intracellular and external [K+] were 60 mM. As 
expected, currents reversed at 0 mV. Single channel current am-
plitudes were determined from all-points histograms. The four 
panels in Fig. 1 C illustrate I-V curves obtained from patches 
bathed in 60 mM external K+ and four different concentrations 
of intracellular K+. Each plot represents the averaged data from 
three or more cells. The graph in Fig. 1 D compares the observed 
reversal potentials (open circles) to those predicted by the Nernst 
equation (fi lled circles). This plot demonstrates that both mem-
brane potential and intracellular [K+] were precisely controlled 
and known. Single channel conductances were determined from 
the slope of the I-V relationship over a specifi ed voltage range. 
Data from individual patches were only used when a true reversal 
potential was within ±2 mV or an extrapolated reversal potential 
was within ±5 mV of that predicted by the Nernst equation.

As a control for these results with nystatin, we performed three 
other types of experiments. First, we changed bath [K+] in the ab-
sence of nystatin. Second, we changed intracellular [K+] in the 
presence of nystatin, and then removed the nystatin and changed 
the bath [K+]. In both cases, the reversal potential deviated from 

that predicted from the Nernst equation (not depicted), pre-
sumably because the cell membrane potential, and possibly also 
intracellular [K+], were not known. Third, when bath [K+] was 
reduced without nystatin present (so that intracellular [K+] would 
not be expected to follow bath [K+]), single channel currents did 
not display inward rectifi cation as in Fig. 1 C.

Electrophysiological Solutions
Currents were recorded in a constantly fl owing, gravity-fed bath. 
Solutions were changed in one of two ways. For most experiments, 
solutions were placed in one of six reservoirs, each of which fed 
via PE tubing into a perfusion manifold. Solution exited the mani-
fold via a single quartz or PE tube. Cells were lifted off of the dish 
before recording and placed �20 μm from the tip of the perfu-
sion tube. One solution was always fl owing, and solutions were 
switched manually (solution exchange was complete within 5–10 s). 
Faster solution changes were made as described previously (com-
plete exchange when elevating concentration occurred within 
<20 ms; complete exchange upon reduction of concentration 
took slightly longer; Andalib et al., 2002). Except where noted in 
the fi gure legend, the intracellular solution in whole cell record-
ings contained (in mM) 100 KCl, 25 NMG-Cl, 10 HEPES, 10 EGTA, 
1 CaCl2, 4 MgCl2; pH with NMG to 7.3, osmolality 290 mosm. 
 Except where noted in the fi gure legend, the extracellular solu-
tion contained (in mM) 145 NMG-Cl, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, 
2 CaCl2, and 1 MgCl2; pH with NMG to 7.3, osmolality 330 mosm. 
For experiments in which drugs were added, if the drug concen-
tration was <10 mM, drug was simply added to the external solu-
tion to the desired fi nal concentration. If >10 mM drug was used, 
then it was substituted on an equimolar basis for NMG.

Single Channel Analysis
We studied two types of single channel events: directly visible (i.e., 
larger than background recording noise, which ranged from 0.09 
to 0.12 pA rms; �0.3–0.4 pA peak–peak) and hidden (i.e., signal 
to noise ratio was very small so that events were hidden within the 
recording noise). For the larger visible events, all points histo-
grams (0.01 pA bin size) were created from the sum of 5–20 
sweeps at a particular voltage. The histogram was adjusted such 
that the closed state peak was at 0 pA and outward currents (fl ux 
across the patch from the cytoplasm into the pipet) were positive. 
Histograms were fi t to Gaussian distributions, and event magni-
tude was determined from histogram peaks (Clampfi t 9).

Hidden events were analyzed using hidden Markov modeling 
(HMM). HMM analysis was performed by S.-H. Chung (Australian 
National University, Canberra, Australia). Dr. Chung was blind as 
to the experimental conditions and expected results of the sup-
plied data traces. Details of algorithms used for HMM analysis can 
be found in Chung et al. (1990, 1991). The processing technique, 
which relies on the assumption that the noise is Gaussian and the 
signal sequence buried in the noise can be represented as a fi rst-
order Markov process, constructs maximum likelihood ampli-
tude histograms to estimate the most likely signal sequence 
within the noise. Nonspecifi c anomalies in the noise were evalu-
ated using FFT analysis. Our records occasionally contained a 
single peak at 120 Hz, which we could not eliminate. However, 
records obtained with channels closed (at −80 mV), and in un-
transfected cells, also displayed this 120-Hz peak in the noise but 
yielded no events in HMM histograms. Moreover, identical re-
sults were obtained in patches regardless of whether the 120-Hz 
peak was present.

For HMM analysis, 20 current traces (2-s duration each) were 
recorded at 0 and +40 mV. The 20 traces at a single membrane 
potential were concatenated to yield 40 s of single channel 
 recording data, which was then analyzed. The concatenated 
 record underwent 200 iterations of analysis to obtain the fi nal 
current amplitude distribution. Each bin in HMM amplitude 
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distribution histograms (e.g., Fig. 10) represented the fractional 
number of total digitized current measurements at a current 
amplitude. Thus, the peaks on the amplitude distribution his-
togram correspond to current magnitude of opening events, 
similar to the peaks on an all-points histogram. Histograms 
were divided into 100 bins, with a bin size that ranged from 
0.005 to 0.015 pS, depending on the required resolution. The 
computer used for analysis was the Compaq AlphaServer SC at 
the Australian National University Supercomputer Facility, and 
it generally took �30 min to 1 h to analyze a typical fi le, depend-
ing on its length.

R E S U LT S

As described in Introduction, elevation of external 

[K+] from 0 to 10 mM produces a concentration-

 dependent increase in outward current magnitude. 

At 0 mV, the [K+]-dependent change in current magni-

tude refl ects the functional consequence of the change 

in outer vestibule conformation (Andalib et al., 2002). 

Fig. 2 A illustrates the potentiation observed in CHO 

cells when external [K+] is elevated from 0 to 10 mM 

(intracellular [K+] = 100 mM). On average, current 

magnitude in CHO cells was increased by 34.6 ± 2.7% 

(n = 6), as compared with 38% in HEK cells (Wood 

and Korn, 2000; Andalib et al., 2002). Fig. 2 B illustrates 

a cartoon of the outer vestibule mechanism responsible 

for the change in current magnitude. In the “Lysin” 

conformation, channels generate smaller currents and 

are TEA insensitive. In the “Lysout” conformation, chan-

nels generate larger currents and are TEA sensitive. 

With 100 mM internal and 60 mM external [K+], all 

channels open into the Lysout conformation (Immke and 

Korn, 2000). At external [K+] < 60 mM, channels open 

into a mix of the two conformations; the percentage of 

channels in the Lysin conformation increases as [K+] is 

reduced (Immke and Korn, 2000; Wood and Korn, 

2000). Once activated by depolarization, channels 

 remain in the conformation into which they open for 

the duration of the depolarizing pulse (Andalib et al., 

2002). Consequently, when we wished to have all chan-

nels open in the Lysout conformation, we activated 

channels in the presence of 60 mM external [K+] (all 

experiments described below were done with 100 mM 

internal K+).

Macroscopic Conductance in the Wild Type 
and Lysine–substituted Kv2.1 Channels
The position 356 lysines (K356) reduce the ability of ex-

ternal K+ to enter or leave the selectivity fi lter by inter-

fering with an outer vestibule K+ binding site (Consiglio 

et al., 2003). We extended these fi ndings to different 

 lysine mutation combinations so that we could quanti-

tatively compare effects on macroscopic and unitary 

currents. To normalize macroscopic current magni-

tudes across cells, we used the area under the gating 

current as a measure of the number of channels being 

recorded (Consiglio et al., 2003). The top panels in 

Figure 1. Method for recording single channel currents in cell-
attached patches. (A) Cartoon of cell-attached patch confi gura-
tion for recording single channel events. The extracellular bath 
solution (K+

bath) contained 30 μM nystatin and the desired inter-
nal concentration of K+ (K+

in). The pipet solution was the exter-
nal solution for the patch of membrane containing the channel 
to be studied, and contained 60 mM K+. With nystatin in the 
membrane, K+

bath and K+
in equilibrated so that the internal con-

centration was the same as the bath concentration and the mem-
brane potential, relative to the bath solution, was 0 mV. The 
potential across the membrane patch containing the channel be-
ing recorded was therefore set by the pipet potential. (B) Single 
channel recordings at a series of different membrane potentials 
with 60 mM internal and external K+ to produce a reversal poten-
tial of 0 mV. Currents open upward at potentials positive to 0 mV 
and downwards at potentials negative to 0 mV. Single channel 
currents reversed at 0 mV. (C) Four panels illustrating I-V curves 
obtained from patches with 60 mM [K+]out and four different 
K+

in. Solid lines were drawn by hand. (D) Plot of observed rever-
sal potentials (open circles) and those predicted by the Nernst 
equation (fi lled circles) for each [K+]in.
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Fig. 3 A illustrate gating currents from each of two chan-

nel types, recorded with 100 mM internal and external 

[K+] at 0 mV (the ionic current reversal potential). 

 After recording the gating current from a cell, external 

[K+] was changed to 5 mM, and outward ionic currents 

were recorded at −20 mV (because gating current 

 recordings required very high channel expression levels, 

ionic currents were recorded at −20 mV to keep ionic 

current magnitude reasonable). For a given size gating 

current, neutralization of the two outer vestibule lysines 

resulted in a larger macroscopic conductance (In Fig. 3 A, 

note that the activation kinetics of both gating and ionic 

currents are sensitive to [K+] via a mechanism that 

 involves both K356 and the voltage sensor, and this 

 effect accounts for the differences in kinetics observed 

in Fig. 3 A [Consiglio et al., 2003]. However, the G-V 

and Q-V curves for Kv2.1 and the double lysine mutant 

are identical and not infl uenced by [K+] [Wood and 

Korn, 2000; Consiglio et al., 2003]).

Fig. 3 B illustrates the normalized K+ current magni-

tude, as obtained in Fig. 3 A, for the wild-type Kv2.1 

channel, the double lysine mutant, and the two single 

lysine mutants. Macroscopic conductance in the double 

lysine mutant was 1.65-fold greater than that of the wild-

type channel. As previously demonstrated for most 

other functional measures (Wood and Korn, 2000; 

 Andalib et al., 2002; Consiglio et al., 2003), neutraliza-

tion of the position 356 residue was entirely responsible 

for the change in macroscopic conductance observed 

in the double lysine mutant.

Single Channel Conductance in the Wild Type 
and Double Lysine Mutant Kv2.1 Channels
We next asked whether neutralization of the outer ves-

tibule lysines in Kv2.1 produced a change in single 

channel conductance. Fig. 4 illustrates single channel 

records from the wild-type and double lysine mutant 

Kv2.1, recorded at +60 mV (traces below graph). The 

graph plots the complete I-V relationship for these two 

channels (fi lled and open circles, respectively) and also 

Kv2.1 with the single K356G mutation (fi lled diamonds). 

Currents were recorded with 100 mM internal and 

60 mM external [K+] to ensure that all channels were 

in the Lysout conformation. The I-V curves reversed 

at −13 mV (Kv2.1), −13.5 mV (Kv2.1 K356G K382V), and 

−13 mV (Kv2.1 K356G), which matched the predicted 

reversal potential of −13 mV for the targeted internal 

Figure 2. Outward K+ current magnitude is po-
tentiated by elevation of external [K+]. (A) Out-
ward K+ currents through Kv2.1 channels in 0 
and 10 mM K+. Channels were held at −80 mV 
and depolarized to 0 mV for 200 ms. Note that 
the outward tail current was associated with 0 
mM K+ and the inward tail current was associated 
with 10 mM K+. (B) Cartoon depicting the two 
outer vestibule conformations responsible for 
the increase in macroscopic current magnitude 
upon elevation of [K+]. The left panel illustrates 
the Lysin conformation, wherein the outer vesti-
bule lysine (square with plus sign at outer edge of 

channel) is oriented toward the central axis of the conduction pathway. The right panel depicts the Lysout conformation, with the outer 
vestibule lysine oriented more away from the central axis of the pore.

Figure 3. Neutralization of K356 caused a 65% increase in mac-
roscopic conductance in 5 mM external K+. (A, top) On-gating 
currents from each of two channel types (wt Kv2.1 and Kv2.1 
K356G K382V) recorded at 0 mV (the ionic current reversal po-
tential) with 100 mM symmetrical [K+]. (A, bottom) After record-
ing gating currents, external [K+] was changed to 5 mM to record 
outward ionic currents at −20 mV. (B) Ionic current magnitude, 
normalized to the area under the gating currents, for wt Kv2.1 
and three mutant channels.
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and external [K+]. Neutralization of the outer vesti-

bule lysines resulted in an increased single channel 

conductance (note, however, that single channel cur-

rents still displayed just a single visible conductance 

state for each channel type). As observed with macro-

scopic current recordings, K356 was entirely responsi-

ble for the  conductance difference. Single channel 

conductance, determined from the slope conductance 

measured  between −40 and +40 mV, was 11.4 ± 0.2 pS 

(n = 3), 18.2 ± 0.7 pS (n = 3 – 4), and 17.4 ± 0.7 pS 

(n = 3) for Kv2.1, double mutant, and single mu-

tant, respectively. Thus, with the outer vestibule in the 

Lysout conformation, single channel conductance in 

the double lysine mutant was 1.6-fold greater than 

that of the wild-type channel. This closely matched 

the 1.65-fold increase observed in macroscopic 

 recordings (Fig. 3).

Does Reorientation of K356 Infl uence Current Magnitude 
due to a Change in Single Channel Conductance?
Fig. 4 demonstrated that, with lysine residues at position 

356 in the outer vestibule, single channel conductance 

was reduced. We next asked (a) whether reorienta-

tion of K356 from the Lysout to the Lysin conforma-

tion  reduced single channel conductance further, and 

(b) whether such a change in single channel conduc-

tance could completely account for the observed [K+]-

dependent changes in macroscopic current magnitude 

(Fig. 2). To answer this question, we needed to determine 

both the single channel conductance of channels in the 

Lysin conformation, and the percentage of channels in 

each conformation for a given [K+]. However, direct 

observation of these single channel events is technically 

impossible for two reasons. First, in order to have a large 

percentage of channel openings into the Lysin confor-

mation, extracellular [K+] needs to be near 0 mM, and 

intracellular [K+] needs to be lowered to �10–30 mM 

(Immke and Korn, 2000). Given the already small 

single channel conductance of Kv2.1, single chan-

nel currents are too small to resolve at this low [K+]. 

 Second, at higher [K+], we have never observed a sec-

ond conductance state. As will be demonstrated below, 

channels in the Lysin conformation generate a single 

channel current that is too small to identify visually, 

regardless of [K+]. Consequently, we had to determine 

the conductance of the Lysin conformation (gin) indi-

rectly. As will be seen below, the approach we used also 

produced a predicted percentage of channels in each 

of two conductance states.

The Indirect Approach To Determining Single Channel 
Conductance of the Lysin Conformation at Different [K+]
We calculated gin indirectly from a combination of 

macroscopic conductance recordings and single chan-

nel recordings of channels in the Lysout conformation. 

To calculate gin, our approach fi rst required determi-

nation of the single channel conductance of the Lysout 

conformation (gout) and the total number of channels 

in each conformation (Nout and Nin), for each [K+]. 

Initially, we assumed there was no change in open prob-

ability (Po) at a given membrane potential, regardless 

of external [K+] or the Kv2.1 channel being recorded. 

Five observations supported this assumption: (1) there 

was no change in the G-V relationship as a function of 

[K+] (Wood and Korn, 2000), (2) there was no change 

in Q-V relationship as a function of [K+] (Consiglio 

and Korn, 2004), (3) neutralization of K356 had no 

effect on the Q-V or G-V curves (unpublished data; 

Consiglio and Korn, 2004), (4) there was no appar-

ent change in open–close fl icker when the lysine was 

neutralized (see Fig. 4), and (5) the increases in mac-

roscopic and single channel conductance upon neu-

tralization of K356 are nearly identical (Figs. 3, 4). 

Given the assumption that Po remains constant at a 

given voltage, we arbitrarily set Po to 1 for each in-

dependent recording. This allowed us to simplify the 

expression, NPo (number of channels times Po) to 

N, and thereby simplify the notation in the equations 

(note that we could use any other value for Po and ob-

tain the same results, as long as Po remains constant at 

a single membrane potential). To open channels, we 

depolarized the membrane to 0 mV. To measure mac-

roscopic conductance, we applied 10-mV square volt-

age pulses (4 ms on, 6 ms off duty cycle) superimposed 

on the steady depolarization to 0 mV.

Figure 4. Neutralization of residue K356 increased single chan-
nel conductance by 60%. Main graph: I-V relationship for Kv2.1 
(fi lled circles), the double lysine mutant (open circles), and the 
single K356G mutant (fi lled diamonds), obtained from single 
channel recordings. Current values at multiple membrane poten-
tials were obtained with 100 mM internal and 60 mM external 
[K+]. The lines represent the best fi t of the data between −40 
and +40 mV. Traces below graph: representative single channel 
records for the wild type and double lysine mutant channels, 
 recorded at +60 mV.
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Determination of gout for Different External [K+]
As discussed above, with 100 mM internal and 60 mM 

external [K+], all channels open into the Lysout confor-

mation (Immke and Korn, 2000). Therefore, we initially 

opened channels in 60 mM external [K+] to obtain a 

measure of total macroscopic conductance when all 

channels were in the Lysout conformation (Gtot[60]; see 

Fig. 5 A, 60K). We next determined the total number of 

channels in the recording (Ntot) from

 tot out totG [60]= g [60]* N ,  (1)

where gout[60] is the measured unitary conductance of 

 Lysout channels obtained with 60 mM external [K+] 

(from Fig. 4). Ntot was determined for each individual cell.

Changes in external [K+] infl uence Kv2.1 channel 

conductance via two mechanisms: one mechanism that 

is associated with the change in outer vestibule confor-

mation and one mechanism that is independent of 

this reorientation (Andalib et al., 2002). Consequently, 

we had to determine the single channel conductance 

for channels in the Lysout conformation for each dif-

ferent [K+] (gout[x]). To accomplish this, we took ad-

vantage of the fact that as long as the activating 

membrane potential is maintained, the outer vestibule 

conformation remains fi xed even when external [K+] 

is changed (Andalib et al., 2002). Thus, if channels are 

initially activated in 60 mM external K+, all channels 

will remain in the Lysout conformation even after ex-

ternal [K+] is lowered. Experimentally after all chan-

nels were opened into the Lysout conformation to 

obtain Ntot (see above), we changed external [K+] 

(Fig. 5 A, arrow) to measure Gtot[x], the macroscopic 

conductance in the new [K+]. We then calculated the 

value of gout at the new [K+] from

 tot out totG [x]= g [x]* N .  (2)

Fig. 5 A illustrates a recording from wild-type Kv2.1 

channels used to obtain a value for Gtot[10]. Fig. 5 B 

 illustrates a plot of gout[x] for a series of external [K+]. 

The value shown for 60 mM K+ was obtained directly 

from single channel recordings (see Fig. 4). The other 

values were calculated from the experiments described 

in Fig. 5 A and Eq. 2.

Comparison of Calculated gout Values with Single 
Channel Measurements
To evaluate the ability of this approach to accurately de-

termine gout[x], we obtained two additional single chan-

nel measurements, from two different channels. First, 

we measured single channel events for Kv2.1 with the ex-

ternal membrane bathed in 10 mM K+ (Fig. 6, A and B). 

Single channel conductance, determined from the 

slope of the I-V curve, was 7.8 ± 0.3 pS (Fig. 6 B; n = 3). 

This was comparable to the calculated gout[10] value of 

7.9 ± 0.1 pS (Fig. 5 B; n = 5).

We also compared calculated and measured single 

channel conductances for the double lysine mutant, 

Kv2.1 K356G K382V. We recorded single channel cur-

rents from Kv2.1 K356G K382V, in the presence of 

5 mM external K+ (Fig. 6, C and D). The measured sin-

gle channel conductance at 5 mM K+ (gout[5]), deter-

mined from the slope of the I-V curve, was 10.3 ± 0.4 pS 

(Fig. 6 D; n = 3). Next, we calculated gout[x] from mac-

roscopic currents, as described previously for wild-type 

Kv2.1. Initially, channels were opened in 60 mM exter-

nal K+ to obtain a measure of Gtot[60] (Fig. 6 E). Ntot 

was then determined by dividing Gtot[60] by 18.2, the 

measured single channel conductance in 60 mM exter-

nal K+ (from Fig. 4). While channels were activated, we 

changed external [K+] to 5 mM (Fig. 6 E, at arrow), and 

measured Gtot[5]. Gtot[5] divided by Ntot gave a pre-

dicted gout[5] value of 10.2 ± 0.1 (n = 5).

These comparisons are summarized in Fig. 6 F. For the 

wild type and double mutant Kv2.1 channels, recorded 

with different external [K+], the gout[x] values calculated 

from macroscopic currents were essentially identical to 

the conductances measured in single channel recordings.

Figure 5. Indirect determination of single chan-
nel conductance for channels in the Lysout con-
formation (gout[x]). Macroscopic conductance 
was calculated by passing brief 10-mV voltage 
pulses superimposed upon the steady depolar-
ization. (A) Cells were fi rst activated in 60 mM 
K+ so that all channels would open into the 
Lysout conformation. At the arrow, external [K+] 
was rapidly switched to a new concentration (in 
this case 10 mM). For each cell, this protocol 
gave two macroscopic conductance values, 
Gtot[60] (before the arrow) and Gtot[x] (after the 
arrow). (B) Single channel conductance of the 
Lysout conformation (gout[x]) at different [K+]. 
The value of gout[60] was obtained directly from 
single channel recordings (Fig. 4). The other 
values of gout[x] were calculated as described in 
the text.
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Determination of Single Channel Conductance 
for the Lysin Conformation (gin)
We now had a value for gout at different [K+]. In the 

next step, we calculated the single channel conduc-

tance of channels in the Lysin conformation and the 

percentage of channels in the Lysin and Lysout confor-

mations, for each [K+]. To accomplish this, we used the 

ability of TEA to distinguish between channels in the 

two conformations. Channels in the Lysout conforma-

tion are blocked by TEA, and those in the Lysin confor-

mation are not (Immke and Korn, 2000). First, we 

opened channels in the presence of 60 mM external 

[K+], so that all channels would be in the Lysout confor-

mation. We then blocked the current with 100 mM ex-

ternal TEA, which was previously shown to block 

currents by �95% (Immke and Korn, 2000). As ex-

pected, 100 mM TEA blocked total channel conduc-

tance by 96.2 ± 0.1% (n = 16; Fig. 7 A). Because all 

channels were initially opened into the Lysout confor-

mation, the conductance that remained after TEA 

block refl ected current through channels in the Lysout 

conformation that were not blocked by 100 mM TEA 

(this lack of total block of Lysout channels is merely a re-

fl ection of TEA potency; see Immke and Korn, 2000). 

The percentage of conductance not blocked by TEA 

directly translates into a percentage of Lysout channels 

not blocked by TEA.

We now knew that �4% of Lysout channels were not 

blocked by 100 mM TEA (this initial block in high [K+] 

was repeated for each cell recorded, so that each cell 

had a measured percentage of unblocked Lysout chan-

nels). Following this determination, TEA was removed 

and the original conductance in 60 mM K+ completely 

recovered. Channels were then closed and reactivated 

in a different external [K+] (Fig. 7 B). Because they 

were closed and reactivated, channels could reopen 

into a different conformation (Andalib et al., 2002). 

Therefore, in the new, lower external [K+], the channel 

population opened into a mixture of Lysout and Lysin 

conformations (Andalib et al., 2002). We then reap-

plied 100 mM TEA in the presence of this new external 

[K+] (Fig. 7 B). Because TEA potency is unchanged 

by [K+] (Immke and Korn, 2000), we assumed that 

TEA blocked the same percentage of Lysout channels 

Figure 6. Comparison of calculated and directly 
measured gout[x]. (A and C) Illustrations of the 
cell-attached patch setup and [K+] used for experi-
ments described in B and D, respectively. (B) I-V 
relationship of single Kv2.1 channel currents 
 recorded in 10 mM external K+. The inset illus-
trates a representative trace at +60 mV. (D) Same 
as in B but for the mutant channel Kv2.1 K356G 
K382V. (E) Representative recording from the 
double mutant channel to obtain Gtot[60] and 
Gtot[x], as in Fig. 5. In this example, at the arrow, 
external [K+] was changed from 60 mM to 5 mM. 
(F) Comparison of single channel conductance 
values obtained from calculations (black bars) 
and direct measurements of unitary currents 
(gray bars) for Kv2.1 and the double lysine mutant.
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 regardless of [K+] (i.e., in Fig. 7 (A and B), there was a 

different number of Lysout channels, but the percentage 

of Lysout channels not blocked remained the same). 

Therefore, the macroscopic conductance at this lower 

[K+] that was insensitive to 100 mM TEA (GTEA-I[x]) 

 refl ected current through all of the Lysin channels plus 

current through �4% of the Lysout channels present at 

this lower [K+].

From Eqs. 3–6 below, we were able to calculate the 

single channel conductance of the Lysin channels, and 

the percentage of channels in each conformation, for 

different [K+]. Fig. 7 B illustrates the measurement of 

the values needed for the evaluation of these equa-

tions. In this example, depolarization in 0 mM exter-

nal K+ yielded Gtot[x], for x = 0. This conductance 

represented current through a mixture of Lysin and 

 Lysout channels. Application of 100 mM TEA reduced 

conductance by 87.6 ± 0.3% (n = 4), leaving the total, 

TEA-insensitive conductance, GTEA-I[x]. From Fig. 5 B, 

we knew gout[x]. The total macroscopic conductance, 

Gtot[x], is equal to the number of channels in each 

conformation times the single channel conductance 

for channels in each conformation (Eq. 3). As stated 

above, the total TEA-insensitive conductance, GTEA-I[x], 

is equal to the conductance contributed by all of the 

Lysin channels plus �4% of the Lysout channels (Eq. 4; 

the value of 4% is illustrated for simplicity, but 

recall that this value was determined individually for 

each cell).

 tot in in out outG [x]=(N [x]* g [x])+(N [x]* g [x])  (3)

  (4)

TEA-I in in out outG [x]=(N [x]* g [x])+(0.04 * N [x]* g [x]).

Subtraction of Eq. 4 from Eq. 3 yields

 
tot TEA-I out out outG [x] G [x]=(N [x] 0.04 * N [x])* g [x]− −  

 tot TEA-I out outG [x] G [x]= 0.96 * N [x]* g [x].−  (5)

At this point, Gtot[x], GTEA-I[x], and gout[x] are known. 

Therefore, we could determine Nout[x] from Eq. 5 for 

each [K+]. Using Ntot, calculated previously using Eq. 1, 

we determined Nin[x] from

 in tot outN [x]= N N [x].−  (6)

With Nout[x], Nin[x], and gout[x] determined, we solved 

Eq. 3 for gin[x].

For each [K+], we now have Ntot, Nin, Nout, gin, and 

gout. The values obtained for a series of [K+] are shown 

in Table I (the value for gout[60] was obtained directly 

from single channel recordings; Fig. 4).

Validity of the Calculated Data
The calculated data in Table I were derived from two 

types of measurements. First, gout[x] was determined by 

initially bathing cells in 60 mM external K+ and then 

changing external [K+] to another value while channels 

were activated. Second, gin[x] and the number of chan-

nels in each conformation were derived in part from 

block of conductance by TEA. To check the validity of 

these numbers, we used them to predict conductance 

changes associated with a new set of experimental 

changes in [K+].

Table II compares experimentally observed to pre-

dicted changes in total macroscopic conductance (ex-

pressed as fold change) for changes in external [K+] 

from one concentration (x1) to another (x2). Predicted 

values were obtained by calculating Gtot[x] from Eq. 3, 

using the values in Table I. Experimental results were 

obtained by measuring macroscopic conductance in 

one external [K+], and then again after closing and re-

opening channels in a different external [K+]. Examples 

of conductance measurements for three different changes 

in [K+] are illustrated in Fig. 8. Without exception, 

there was excellent agreement between conductance 

Figure 7. Determination of 
GTEA-I[x]. (A) Channels were ini-
tially opened in 60 mM external 
K+ to provide Gtot[60]. 100 mM 
TEA was applied and blocked 
the majority of channels. Be-
cause all channels open into the 
Lysout conformation in 60 mM 
external K+, the macroscopic 
conductance that remained af-
ter TEA application refl ected 
the percentage of unblocked 
 Lysout channels. TEA was then 
removed and total conductance 
allowed to recover (not depicted). 

(B) In the same cell, channels were then opened in x mM external [K+] to provide Gtot[x] (in this panel, x = 0 mM). 100 mM TEA was 
then applied in this subsaturating [K+]. In this case, GTEA-I[x], the conductance remaining after TEA block, was composed of unblocked 
Lysout channels plus all of the Lysin channels. For clarity, the insets illustrate the boxed portion of the current recorded in 100 mM TEA 
in an expanded scale.
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changes predicted by the values in Table I and the 

 experimentally observed conductance changes.

Predicted Changes of Macroscopic Current
Our premise has been that the [K+]-dependent altera-

tion in current magnitude is fully accounted for by three 

mechanisms: (1) the change in single channel conduc-

tance that occurs independently of the change in outer 

vestibule conformation (e.g., changes in gout at different 

[K+]), (2) the change in macroscopic conductance as-

sociated with the transition of some channels between 

the small conductance (gin[x]) and large conductance 

(gout[x]) conformations, and (3) the change in electro-

chemical driving force. To test this, we used the values 

in Table I, together with the calculated change in driv-

ing force, to predict the [K+]-dependent change in cur-

rent magnitude. We then compared these predictions 

to experimental results. Three examples of experimen-

tally obtained, [K+]-dependent changes in current mag-

nitude are illustrated in Fig. 9. The data in Table I 

predict that with a change from 10 to 60 mM external 

[K+], current magnitude at 0 mV will be reduced by 

65.6%. In four cells tested as in Fig. 9 A, the change in 

external [K+] from 10 to 60 mM reduced peak current 

magnitude by 61.4 ± 1.0%. At 0 mV, the combined 

mechanistic contributions associated with more mod-

erate changes in [K+] balance to produce little change 

in current magnitude (Andalib et al., 2002). Therefore, 

we conducted two additional tests at +50 mV. The val-

ues in Table I predict that a change in external [K+] 

from 3 to 10 mM will potentiate current measured at 

+50 mV by 12.5%. Experimentally, this change in exter-

nal [K+] potentiated current by 11.7 ± 0.8% (n = 4; 

Fig. 9 B). The values in Table I predict that a change in 

external [K+] from 10 to 60 mM will reduce current 

magnitude at +50 mV by 11.7%. Experimentally, this 

change in [K+] reduced peak current by 11.3 ± 1.3% 

(n = 5, Fig. 9 C). Thus, the two different infl uences 

on conductance, quantifi ed in Table I, combined with 

the expected change in driving force, fully account 

for the [K+]-dependent change in current magnitude 

in Kv2.1.

HMM Analysis Detects Two Discrete Conductance States 
for Kv2.1 Channels
Given the hypothesis that there are just two functionally 

relevant outer vestibule conformations (with regard to 

open channel conductance), and the assumption that 

outer vestibule reorientation does not infl uence gating, 

the calculations above completely accounted for the ob-

served [K+]-dependent potentiation based on a differ-

ence in unitary conductance between the Lysin and 

Lysout conformations. However, this demonstration did 

not preclude the possibility that there are more than 

two conductance states, and although we believe the 

gating assumption to be well grounded, we had no di-

rect evidence to support it. To test this hypothesis and 

assumption, we performed HMM analysis on current 

traces with potential hidden events. For Fig. 10, unitary 

Kv2.1 channels were recorded in 100 mM internal K+ 

and 0 mM external K+. At these concentrations, chan-

nels are predicted to open into the Lysin state �30% 

of the time (Table I). The observation of large conduc-

tance openings confi rmed that channels were in the 

patch (Fig. 10 A). Large conductance events were 

Figure 8. Measured poten-
tiation of macroscopic conduc-
tance with elevation of [K+]. (A) 
Channels were fi rst opened in 
0 mM K+, closed, and reopened 
in 10 mM K+. (B) Channels were 
fi rst opened in 0 mM K+, closed, 
and reopened in 3 mM K+. (C) 
Channels were fi rst opened in 
3 mM K+, closed, and reopened 
in 60 mM K+.

TA B L E  I

Kv2.1 Properties Predicted by Model

[x] mM gin[x] (pS) gout[x] (pS) % Lysin % Lysout

0 1.13 ± 0.02 (4) 4.88 ± 0.31 (5) 30.2 ± 0.8 (4) 69.8 ± 0.8 (4)

3 1.63 ± 0.08 (3) 5.93 ± 0.11 (5) 16.9 ± 0.8 (3) 83.1 ± 0.8 (3)

5 1.79 ± 0.06 (4) 6.82 ± 0.03 (5) 13.4 ± 0.7 (4) 86.6 ± 0.7 (4)

10 1.96 ± 0.12 (4) 7.90 ± 0.08 (5) 8.3 ± 0.6 (4) 91.7 ± 0.6 (4)

60 11.4 ± 0.2 (3) 0 100

TA B L E  I I

Fold Change in Macroscopic Conductance

[x1] mM [x2] mM Observed Predicted

Fig. 8 B 0 3 1.40 ± 0.02 (8) 1.37

Fig. 8 A 0 10 1.94 ± 0.02 (6) 1.98

0 60 3.07 ± 0.05 (8) 3.03

3 10 1.42 ± 0.01 (8) 1.44

Fig. 8 C 3 60 2.20 ± 0.01 (8) 2.21

5 10 1.20 ± 0.01 (4) 1.21

5 60 1.86 ± 0.01 (4) 1.85

10 60 1.54 ± 0.01 (8) 1.53
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 analyzed in two different ways. First, standard amplitude 

histograms were created from measurement of observed 

events at multiple potentials. The best fi t slope of the 

I-V relationship for observed, large conductance (Lysout) 

events was 5.6 ± 0.5 pS (n = 3), which agreed well with 

4.9 ± 0.3 pS from Table I (compare solid with dashed 

line in Fig. 10 A). Second, traces collected at 0 mV (Fig. 

10 A) were analyzed using the HMM algorithm. HMM 

analysis found two current levels (Fig. 10 D). One level 

was the closed or 0 current level, and one had a unitary 

current of 0.38 pA (arrow), which was identical in mag-

nitude to the direct measurement of the observed open-

ings (Fig. 10 C).

To detect potential smaller, hidden channel conduc-

tance events within the noise of concatenated traces, it 

was necessary to focus the algorithm on a specifi c cur-

rent range. To exclude the larger events from the analy-

sis, cursors were set to detect events between ± 0.375 pA 

and the signal divided into 100 equal sized bins (0.0075 

pA each). Portions of the record that included large 

conductance openings (Fig. 10 A) were excluded from 

the concatenated record before analysis (see Materials 

and Methods). Fig. 10 (E and F) illustrates HMM histo-

gram results for recordings made at 0 and +40 mV (bin 

size for the +40 mV recording was set to 0.005 pA). In 

each case, two peak current levels were observed. In 

 addition to the histogram peak at the closed or 0 cur-

rent level, peak current levels (arrows) were observed at 

0.075 pA and 0.12 pA, for recordings at 0 and +40 mV, 

respectively. The slope conductance from these values 

(Fig. 10 B, gray symbols) was 1.13 pS, which was identi-

cal to the calculated gin value from Table I.

We repeated this analysis for another set of [K+]. 

HMM analysis of data collected in 100 mM internal and 

10 mM external K+, at +40 mV, revealed two current 

levels in addition to the closed, 0 current level. The di-

rectly observed larger openings (also detected by HMM 

analysis) had an average current magnitude of 0.62 ± 

0.1 pA (n = 3; Fig. 11 A, black bar). The smaller events, 

detected by HMM analysis of the same patches, yielded 

a peak current level of 0.16 ± 0.2 pA (Fig.11 A, gray 

bar). Thus, the current magnitude of the hidden events 

was 25.7 ± 3.6% (n = 3) that of the larger events. Fig. 

11 B compares two experimentally determined small 

event/large event (i.e., Lysin/Lysout) conductance ratios 

to those calculated in Table I. The black bar at 0 mM K+ 

represents the experimentally determined conductance 

ratio obtained from the slope conductances in Fig. 10 B. 

The hatched black bar represents the experimentally 

determined ratio from the data in Fig. 11 A. The gray 

bars represent ratios calculated from Table I, which re-

fl ect the results of our indirect approach to calculating 

Lysout and Lysin values. The conductance ratios obtained 

from HMM are in good agreement with the ratios ob-

tained by our indirect approach. The results of Figs. 10 

and 11 strongly support the hypothesis that there are 

two discrete conductance states, one each that would 

correspond to the Lysout and Lysin conformations. More-

over, the quantitative accounting of these two conduc-

tance states, detected by observation and HMM analysis, 

for the [K+]-dependent potentiation, validates the as-

sumption that a change in gating does not play a role in 

the potentiation.

Finally, HMM analysis of currents recorded in 100 mM 

internal and 60 mM external K+ failed to detect any 

events other than those corresponding to the closed, 

0 current level and a large, directly observable current 

level (unpublished data). These results are consistent 

with the previous results that at 60 mM K+, all channels 

are in a single conformation (the larger Lysout confor-

mation). Moreover, this experiment serves as a negative 

control that supports the interpretation that the very 

small events detected by HMM analysis at lower [K+]out 

represented currents through the Lysin conformation.

D I S C U S S I O N

We previously demonstrated that Kv2.1 channels can 

open into one of two conformations, one TEA sensitive 

and one TEA insensitive (Immke and Korn, 2000). 

Which conformation Kv2.1 channels open into is deter-

mined by the interaction of K+ with a single selectivity 

fi lter binding site (Immke et al., 1999; Immke and Korn, 

2000). At higher [K+], more channels open with this 

Figure 9. Measured changes 
in macroscopic currents with 
elevation of [K+]. (A) Out-
ward current was evoked in 
10 mM external [K+] by de-
polarization to 0 mV. Chan-
nels were then closed and 
reopened in 60 mM [K+]. (B) 
Same as in A except that cur-
rents were recorded at +50 
mV and external [K+] was 
changed from 3 to 10 mM. 
(C) Same as in B except that 
external [K+] was changed 
from 10 to 60 mM.
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regulatory site occupied, and consequently, more chan-

nels open in the Lysout conformation. At lower [K+], the 

probability that this site will be occupied upon channel 

opening is decreased. Channels that open with this site 

unoccupied open into the Lysin conformation. At physi-

ological [K+], once channels are activated by depolar-

ization, the outer vestibule conformation remains fi xed 

even if external [K+] changes (Andalib et al., 2002). 

However, once channels deactivate, they may reopen 

into a different conformation (Andalib et al., 2002). 

This ability of the outer vestibule to change conforma-

tion allows Kv2.1 current magnitude to be modulated 

by physiologically relevant changes in external [K+] 

(Immke and Korn, 2000; Wood and Korn, 2000).

A wide range of evidence strongly supports a model 

whereby the functional consequences of the change in 

outer vestibule conformation result from a change in 

orientation of a single outer vestibule lysine (K356) rel-

ative to the central core of the conduction pathway 

(Immke et al., 1999; Immke and Korn, 2000; Wood and 

Korn, 2000; Andalib et al., 2002; Consiglio and Korn, 

2004). K356 also interferes with the interaction of K+ 

with an outer vestibule K+ binding site, regardless of 

outer vestibule conformation (Consiglio et al., 2003). 

One consequence of this interference is a reduction of 

K+ fl ux through the pore (Consiglio et al., 2003). Con-

sequently, a simple mechanistic model emerged whereby 

the reorientation of K356 toward the central axis of the 

conduction pathway increased this interference and 

thus reduced current magnitude even more. The sim-

plest possible model was one in which there were just 

two conductance states, one each associated with the 

Lysin and Lysout conformations. Thus, if channels opened 

with the lysine oriented more toward the central axis of 

the conduction pathway, single channel conductance 

would be reduced. If channels opened with the lysine 

oriented more away from the central axis, single chan-

nel conductance would be greater.

An alternative possibility, however, would be that 

the change in outer vestibule conformation might in-

fl uence current magnitude by altering channel open 

probability. There is much evidence, albeit indirect and 

Figure 10. HMM analysis of 
single channel recordings in 
0 mM external [K+]. (A, top) 
Representative current trace 
(600 ms duration) from a re-
cording at 0 mV. Channel 
openings are illustrated as 
going in the upward direc-
tion. The solid horizontal 
lines are placed 0.8 pA apart 
and correspond to the histo-
gram limits (see D) for detec-
tion of the large visible event 
with HMM. (A, bottom) The 
initial 300 ms of the upper 
trace is expanded to illustrate 
with higher resolution the 
noise, which might contain 
small hidden events. The 
dashed lines correspond to 
the histogram limits (see 
E and F) for detection of hid-
den small events. (B) I-V plots 
of the large directly observed 
events (black circles) and 
HMM detected small hidden 
events (gray squares; from 
histograms in E and F). The 
data from large events were 

best fi t with a slope conductance of 5.55 ± 0.48 pS (solid line), which compares well with the calculated value for the Lysout conformation 
(dashed line; Table I). The data from small hidden events were best fi t by a line with a slope conductance of 1.13, which is identical to 
that predicted in Table I. (C) Comparison of the current magnitude of large events, recorded in 0 mM external K+, determined from di-
rect measurement of unitary events (black bar) and HMM detection of large unitary events (gray bar). (D) Histogram generated by 
HMM analysis of concatenated traces including portion shown in A (top). Two peaks were found: the peak at 0 pA corresponded to the 
channel closed current level, the peak (arrow) at 0.38 pA corresponded to the amplitude of the large events (Lysout). Note that small 
state events were potentially present but hidden within the large 0 pA histogram peak. (E) To perform HMM analysis with higher resolu-
tion, the noisy portion of the entire concatenated record was expanded (see lower part of A), boundary cursors were placed as shown in 
dashed lines in A, and the large visible opening events were deleted from the record. HMM analysis yielded a histogram with a peak at 
0.075 pA (arrow) corresponding to the small hidden events. (F) Same as in E but channel activity was recorded at +40 mV. HMM analysis 
detected small hidden events with an average current level of 0.12 pA (arrow).
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circumstantial, that protein fl uctuations at the selectiv-

ity fi lter underlie closed–open transitions associated 

with activation gating (see Introduction). The confor-

mational change reorients not only the outer vestibule 

turret but also residues just internal to the selectivity 

 fi lter (Immke et al., 1999). Indeed, it appears that the 

conformational change involves the entire P-loop re-

gion of the channel, which extends from the outer ves-

tibule through the selectivity fi lter to the inner vestibule 

at the level of the internal TEA binding site. It is reason-

able, therefore, to suspect that this wide-ranging con-

formational change could infl uence fl uctuations at the 

selectivity fi lter.

The results described in this manuscript provide 

strong evidence for the hypothesis that outer vestibule 

reorientation exclusively alters single channel conduc-

tance, and that there are just two conductance states, 

one each associated with the Lysin and Lysout conforma-

tion. The change in Kv2.1 current magnitude associated 

with changes in [K+] are completely accounted for by 

a change in the percentage of channels that open into 

each conformation at different [K+]. At higher [K+], 

more channels open into the higher conductance, 

 Lysout conformation, and macroscopic currents are con-

sequently larger. At lower [K+], a larger percentage of 

channels open into the lower conductance, Lysin con-

formation, and macroscopic currents are smaller.

Use of Three Independent Techniques To Obtain 
the Desired Quantitative Results
In an ideal world, what one would want to do to address 

this problem would be to measure single channel con-

ductances and gating kinetics associated with each 

channel state. This was not possible in this study for at 

least two reasons. First, we could only detect the small 

conductance state with HMM analysis. In principle, 

HMM can both identify single events of different con-

ductance with great resolution and also analyze gating 

kinetics. However, we could never know how many 

channels were in a recording, which made analysis of 

gating kinetics impossible. Second, we required single 

channel conductance measurements at low [K+]. At 

many of the required [K+], even currents through the 

large conductance state, as well as through the small 

conductance state, would be too small to measure.

To get around these obstacles, we combined three in-

dependent methods. We created a simple model based 

on the hypothesis that [K+]-dependent changes in cur-

rent magnitude could be accounted for entirely by 

changes in single channel conductance. This was well 

grounded in the experimental observation that the 

presence of the lysine at position 356 reduced conduc-

tance (Consiglio et al., 2003; Trapani and Korn, 2003). 

We then used macroscopic and single channel conduc-

tance measurements to determine the large conduc-

tance magnitude, and consequently predict the small 

conductance magnitude and percent of channels in 

each conductance state, that would produce the ob-

served [K+]-dependent change in macroscopic current. 

This approach depended critically on having a drug, 

TEA, that was absolutely selective for blockade of one, 

but not the other, conductance state. We then used 

HMM analysis for a limited but critical purpose: to test 

the hypothesis that there were only two conductance 

states, and to determine whether the predicted magni-

tude of the small conductance state was accurate. The 

confi rmation via HMM analysis that there were just two 

conductance states supported the validity of the initial 

simple model. The confi rmation via HMM that the con-

ductance magnitudes predicted by the model were ac-

curate supported the conclusion that the solutions of 

the model, derived in part from direct experimental 

measurement and in part from prediction, were unique. 

Moreover, the close match between experimentally de-

termined and predicted conductances over a range of 

[K+] provided strong support that this model accounted 

for the [K+]-dependent change in current magnitude.

Validation of Assumptions
The calculations of single channel conductances and 

number of channels in each conformation at a given 

[K+], derived from macroscopic and some key single 

channel recordings, depended critically on two assump-

tions: (1) that there were just two different open con-

ductance levels and (2) that the [K+]-dependent change 

in current magnitude did not result from a change in 

open probability. The rationale underlying these as-

sumptions was described earlier in the manuscript. We 

used HMM analysis to detect hidden events for the very 

specifi c purpose of validating and/or testing these as-

sumptions. First, at subsaturating [K+], HMM revealed 

exactly two discrete open conductance states. At 60 mM 

Figure 11. Conductance ratio of small and large conductance 
events. (A) Single channel current magnitude was determined 
with 10 mM external [K+] at +40 mV. The black bar plots the cur-
rent magnitude of large, directly observed unitary events. The 
gray bar plots the current magnitude of small, hidden events de-
tected by HMM analysis. (B) Graph of conductance ratios at dif-
ferent external [K+]. Gray bars plot the ratio obtained from the 
calculated values in Table I. The black bar plots the ratio obtained 
from the experimentally obtained slope conductances in Fig. 10 B. 
The hatched bar plots the experimentally obtained ratio from A 
of this fi gure.
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external K+, in which all channels open into the Lysout 

conformation, HMM analysis revealed just one open 

conductance state, which corresponded with the larger, 

Lysout conductance. These observations support the 

model in which each conformation, defi ned by TEA 

sensitivity, was associated with just one single channel 

conductance. Second, the magnitude of the single 

channel conductances (of both larger and smaller 

events) revealed by HMM analysis were quantitatively 

identical to those calculated based on the assumptions 

(Table I). The precise match of HMM-detected and cal-

culated conductances could only result if both assump-

tions, that there were just two conductance states and 

that Po was unchanged by the change in conformation, 

were valid.

Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Differences 
between Kv2.1 and the Double Lysine Mutant
Neutralization of both outer vestibule lysines produced 

a 1.65-fold increase in conductance in macroscopic re-

cordings (Fig. 3) and a 1.60-fold increase in conduc-

tance in single channel recordings. Although these 

values would seem to compare reasonably well, we knew 

that the two measurements were made under slightly 

different conditions. The macroscopic measurements 

were made in the presence of 5 mM external K+, which 

results in a small percentage of Kv2.1 channels opening 

into the Lysin conformation (Immke and Korn, 2000; 

Table I). In contrast, the single channel measurements 

were made exclusively from Kv2.1 channels in the Lysout 

conformation. Consequently, we asked whether the 

slight discrepancy in conductance ratios (1.65 vs. 1.60-

fold increase in conductance) obtained from macro-

scopic (Fig. 3) and single channel (Fig. 4) recordings 

was due to the inclusion of a small percentage of chan-

nels in the Lysin conformation in the macroscopic but 

not the single channel recordings.

For the double lysine mutant, the single channel con-

ductance at 5 mM K+ is 10.2 pS (Fig. 6; note that there 

is only one conductance value, as conductance in the 

double lysine mutant is unaffected by outer vestibule 

conformation [Andalib et al., 2002]). So, for example, 

macroscopic conductance for 100 channels would be 

1020 pS. At 5 mM K+, the macroscopic conductance for 

wild-type Kv2.1 would be composed of 86.6% of chan-

nels with a single channel conductance of 6.82 pS and 

13.4% of channels with a single channel conductance 

of 1.79 pS. For 100 channels, the macroscopic con-

ductance would be 614.6 pS. Thus, using the values in 

Table I for 5 mM external K+, the macroscopic conduc-

tance of the double lysine mutant will be 1.66 times 

that of wild-type Kv2.1. This value is essentially identical 

to the 1.65-fold difference obtained experimentally 

(Fig. 3). Indeed, we’d be surprised if our experimen-

tal approach had the resolution to detect this small 

 difference. However, we found it to be of some value 

that, indeed, the experimental results comparing po-

tentiation between two channels were predicted quite 

accurately by the model.

Where Is Conductance Regulated in K+ Channels?
Theories of single channel conductance have sought to 

identify a uniform mechanism by which ion channels 

generate high conductances with high selectivity. More 

than any other channel type, K+ channels display a wide 

range of single channel conductances, so any perme-

ation theory should account for an ability to vary con-

ductance considerably using quite similar molecular 

structures. Perhaps ideally, a universally applicable the-

ory would identify a common event, such as ion exit, ion 

entry, or passage through the narrowest region of the 

pore, as rate limiting for fl ux in all channels. Accumu-

lating evidence, however, is now casting doubt on the 

existence of a single location, or mechanism, of conduc-

tance limitation.

The potential role of the selectivity fi lter in deter-

mination of conductance is unresolved. The selectivity 

fi lter is the narrowest region of the pore, where K+ is 

known to bind with highest affi nity. This makes the se-

lectivity fi lter an intuitively attractive location to deter-

mine fl ux rate through the channel. Indeed, mutation 

at or near the selectivity fi lter can alter single channel 

conductance (Lu et al., 2001; So et al., 2001). However, 

selectivity fi lter mutagenesis is often accompanied by 

changes in selectivity (Taglialatela et al., 1993; Chapman 

et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2001), so that conductance changes 

may be associated with meaningful changes in selectiv-

ity fi lter operation. Moreover, the near identity of pri-

mary sequence and quantitative similarity of selectivity 

in different channels, despite a wide range of single 

channel conductance values (from 2 to several hundred 

picoSiemens), provides a signifi cant complication to 

the proposal that conduction variation is associated 

with differences in the selectivity fi lter. Indeed, recent 

theoretical and structural studies have proposed that 

the selectivity fi lter region is most likely designed for 

extremely high throughput (Bernèche and Roux, 2001; 

Morais-Cabral et al., 2001). Nonetheless, structurally 

similar selectivity fi lters may behave quite differently. 

For example, whereas the KcsA selectivity fi lter appears 

to be fully occupied at physiological [K+], the Kv2.1 se-

lectivity fi lter appears to be incompletely occupied at 

physiological [K+] (Korn and Trapani, 2005).

Recently, structural, theoretical, and molecular data 

have shifted the focus of permeation theory toward the 

inner vestibule. Using structural data from the KcsA 

channel, Chung et al. (2002) showed, via Brownian dy-

namics simulations, that single channel conductance 

could be altered by subtle changes in diameter of the 

intracellular entrance. Subsequently, experimental 

studies of both KcsA and the Ca2+-dependent potassium 

channel, BK, demonstrated that the large differences in 
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single channel conductance between BK channels and 

smaller conductance K+ channels were likely due, at 

least in part, to structural differences in the internal 

 entrance to the pore (Brelidze et al., 2003; Nimigean 

et al., 2003). In support of these fi ndings, accessibility 

studies with large quaternary ammonium compounds 

described an enlarged inner vestibule in the large con-

ductance, Ca2+-dependent K+ channel, as compared 

with other K+ channels (Li and Aldrich, 2004). Simi-

larly, Brelidze and Magleby (2005), who used sugar mol-

ecules as probes of inner vestibule access and geometry, 

described how a wide inner vestibule entrance was nec-

essary for BK’s large conductance. Thus, it appears that 

the extremely high conductance associated with BK is 

largely, if not exclusively, associated with a high rate of 

K+ entry into the inner vestibule.

For Kv2.1, the Outer Vestibule Is Important
In this manuscript, we demonstrated that the presence 

of a single lysine in the outer vestibule in Kv2.1 reduces 

single channel conductance by 40% (Fig. 4). Most 

 importantly, Kv2.1 channels can open with this lysine 

 oriented in two different ways, depending on the associa-

tion of K+ with a particular K+ binding site in the pore 

(Immke and Korn 2000). Channels that open into one 

conformation, which we have called the Lysin conforma-

tion, have a single channel conductance that is �75% 

smaller than channels that open into the Lysout confor-

mation. Under physiological conditions, changes in ex-

ternal [K+] between 3 and 30 mM change the percentage 

of channels in each conformation, so that at higher [K+], 

more channels open into the larger conductance 

state (see Immke and Korn, 2000, for concentration 

 dependence). These studies demonstrate, for the fi rst time 

that we know of, that single channel conductance in at 

least one voltage-gated K+ channel is modulated by a phys-

iologically relevant event, and that the mechanism that 

underlies this modulation occurs in the outer vestibule.

Physiological Relevance of K+-dependent Modulation 
of Conductance
Despite a widespread expression throughout the mam-

malian brain, the precise physiological role of Kv2.1 

channels in most regions is not known. In hippocampal 

neurons, Kv2.1 is highly expressed (Murakoshi and 

Trimmer, 1999), but apparently plays a relatively small 

role in repolarization of individual action potentials 

when fi red at low frequency at normal external [K+] 

(Du et al., 2000; Mitterdorfer and Bean, 2002). How-

ever, when extracellular [K+] increases, either by direct 

experimental manipulation or due to high frequency 

fi ring, Kv2.1 channel activity is necessary to maintain ac-

tion potential integrity (Du et al., 2000).

Our model postulates that the interaction of K356 

with an outer vestibule K+ binding site (Consiglio et al., 

2003) combined with the [K+]-dependent change in 

orientation of this lysine, provides Kv2.1 with the re-

markable ability to maintain a cell’s K+ current magni-

tude when extracellular [K+] is elevated. Under 

conditions of rising extracellular [K+], current magni-

tude in most neuronal K+ channels decreases due to 

the reduction in electrochemical driving force. The 

unique properties of Kv2.1 serve to oppose the reduc-

tion in a cell’s net outward current in elevated [K+]. 

First, the presence of eight outer vestibule lysines limit, 

by an unknown mechanism, the reduction of outward 

current in response to reduction in electrochemical 

driving force (Andalib et al., 2002). Thus, as a result of 

all passive mechanisms (those that do not include the 

change in outer vestibule reorientation), elevation of 

extracellular [K+] from 0 to 10 mM changes net Kv2.1 

macroscopic current by just 7% or less over physio-

logically relevant membrane potentials (Andalib et al., 

2002). (In contrast, currents through the Shaker potas-

sium channel are reduced by as much as 60% due to the 

change in driving force associated with this change in 

external [K+].) Simultaneously, the lysine reorientation 

mechanism produces an increase in macroscopic cur-

rent via two mechanisms associated with the shift in 

channels from the Lysin to Lysout conformation: the 

 increase in single channel conductance demonstrated 

in this manuscript and an increased rate of channel 

 activation (Consiglio and Korn, 2004). The combined 

result of all of these Kv2.1 mechanisms is a net increase 

in outward Kv2.1 current under conditions where out-

ward current through other neuronal K+ channels is re-

duced. We propose that this ability to maintain a cell’s 

outward current magnitude in the face of rising exter-

nal [K+] is the mechanism by which action potential in-

tegrity is maintained in hippocampal neurons under 

high frequency fi ring conditions.
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